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A B S T R A C T
The application of mixed-mode ventilation (MMV) in the tropics is challenging, given its hot
and humid climate. Consequently, there are limited periods when operating in natural ventilation
(NV) is desirable. Furthermore, the potential to use NV diminishes at locations characterized
by generally light winds. Given the complex interactions in MMV, this study aims to use
reinforcement learning (RL) to identify relationships that can further reduce cooling energy use
while maintaining occupant thermal comfort. The control variable variables considered include
the percentage of window opening area and dynamic cooling setpoint temperature. Results show
that RL can achieve a 52% reduction in cooling energy while maintaining good thermal comfort
and indoor air quality compared to the existing baselines that typically involve switching between
NV and air-conditioning based on outdoor conditions. We then developed an Explainable AI
(XAI) framework to prompt building scientists toward new insights into MMV control in the
tropics, which consists of shapley additive explanations (SHAP) and decision tree. The SHAP
is able to improve the transparency of RL strategy by revealing the impact of each input on the
final decision and the decision tree can extract the key control rules from RL. Using the XAI
framework, this study also identified that the RL algorithm was taking advantage of the internal
thermal mass to increase cooling efficiency. The extracted rules are further applied to the actual
testbed, showing the feasibility of the rules extracted by XAI approach.

1. Introduction

The building and construction sector is responsible for a large part of final energy use (36%) and energy-related
CO2 emissions (39%) [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on energy saving in the building sector via advanced
technologies while ensuring liveability and eco-friendliness. One widely-recognized strategy to reduce HVAC energy
consumption is to combine natural ventilation (NV) from operable windows with active cooling systems, also referred
to as mixed-mode ventilation (MMV) [2, 3]. MMV has also been shown to offer higher occupant satisfaction and
improved indoor air quality by providing occupants with higher degrees of control over their indoor environment [4].

The energy-saving potential of MMV has been previously investigated. Salcido et al. [4] reviewed MMV systems
in office buildings. They found that 40% of HVAC energy can be saved by optimizing window operation schedules and
up to 75% by alternating between natural and AC. Ezzeldin and Rees [5] studied the energy-saving potential of MMV
in arid climates and concluded that adopting an MMV strategy can significantly reduce cooling plant energy by more
than 40%. Wang and Chen [6] simulated the energy consumption for several MMV office buildings across America
using EnergyPlus. They investigated the energy saving of MMV in five climate zones, including very hot and humid,
very hot and dry, hot and dry, marine, and warm and humid. The saving rate varies among climate zones, ranging from
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6–91% with MMV. [7] conducted a dynamic simulation for a typical office building in the dry-summer subtropical
zone under the mixed-mode operation. They concluded that using a mixed-mode system can save annual energy by
31%. The climate impacts the energy-saving performance of MMV significantly. However, there are limited studies
investigating the feasibility of MMV in the tropics. Additionally, locations with a year-round hot and humid climate
have been shown to have little to no potential for NV [8] and thus MMV. To alleviate the lack of natural ventilation and
provide occupant thermal comfort, ceiling and desk fans are often used to increase air movement within a space [9, 10].
More recently, studies have also taken advantage of the elevated air movement from desk and ceiling fans to increase
space cooling setpoint temperature leading to reductions in HVAC energy consumption [11, 12]. Consequently, using
elevated air movement (such as with ceiling fans) to supplement MMV provides an opportunity to enable MMV in the
tropics [13].

Broadly speaking, MMV can be classified into three control schemes: change-over, concurrent, and zoned [14].
For MMV control, optimizing the window opening strategy is essential to maximize energy saving because it takes
advantage of NV by opening windows to significantly reduce cooling energy [4]. The most conventional strategy is the
rule-based control strategy. Breesch et al. [15] developed a rule-based strategy for nighttime window operation strategy
with consideration of several factors, including indoor/outdoor temperature, outdoor wind speed, etc. This rule-based
strategy helps to cool down the indoor air and decrease the peak indoor air temperature. Eftekhari and Marjanovic [16]
designed a rule-based controller that considers outside wind velocity, direction, outside and inside temperatures as
inputs to decide the window opening area. By applying the controller in the decision of window operation, the indoor
thermal comfort for a test room improved significantly. Wang and Greenberg [17] set the window to open when the
outdoor air temperature is lower than the upper bound of the adaptive thermal comfort zone, reducing HVAC energy
by 18.3–46.8% in summer for buildings located in humid continental, humid subtropical, and Mediterranean mild
climates. Similarly, Fiorentini et al. [18] used the adaptive thermal comfort model as the guideline to select ventilation
mode for buildings located in the warm temperate climate zone of Australia. This rule-based strategy was tested in
an MMV house. The result showed that nearly 70% reduced the daily cooling energy consumption with a satisfactory
indoor thermal environment in summer.

Although straightforward and easy to implement, the prescriptive rule-based control strategy is sub-optimal. This is
because predictive information is not taken into consideration for the decision of window operation. A more advanced
control strategy is model predictive control (MPC), which optimizes the decision variables by simulating the buildings
over a finite time horizon [19, 20, 21]. Previous studies also investigated the MPC strategy to increase energy saving
for MMV buildings. By integrating the EnergyPlus model into the optimization framework, May-Ostendorp et al. [22]
used the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to calculate the optimal window status (closed or full opening)
over a 24-h planning horizon for an office building. Hu and Karava [23] also developed a framework that used a
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thermal network to predict building thermal dynamics and used the PSO algorithm to decide the optimal window
status (open/close) for a mixed-mode test office. Similarly, this framework was also used for whole-building window
control and got significant energy-saving [24]. Besides heuristic algorithms, optimization programming was also used
to calculate the optimal window operation. In [25], the day was divided into four periods, which were early evening,
transition period, and two nighttime periods. The integer programming was utilized to find the optimal control mode
from four predefined ventilation modes for each period. Although the algorithms mentioned above can be used to
determine window operation to save cooling energy, both heuristic algorithm and optimization programming are time-
consuming since they need to conduct the optimization algorithm at every control time step. This makes it challenging
to apply them for the real-time decision of window-opening. In another aspect, the performance of MPC relies on the
information predicted by the model. Given that the control environment is impacted by unexpected disturbances, the
prediction model may become biased. Due to this, the performance of MPC may be negatively impacted.

Recently, many studies used reinforcement learning (RL) or deep learning algorithms to optimize cooling systems
and achieved significant benefits by optimizing HVAC system control [26, 27, 28, 29]. It is reasonable to infer that RL
is also an algorithm to optimize the control for MMV buildings. Moreover, the calculation time for such data-driven
algorithms is short after they are trained [30], making it possible to apply them in real-time control for window opening.
Chen et al. [31] recently optimized the window status (open/close) schedule using RL and achieved the energy saving of
13% and 23% for MMV buildings in hot-and-humid Miami and warm-and-mild Los Angeles, respectively. However,
only binary window opening (open/close) was considered in their study. Higher energy-saving performance can be
achieved by considering the window opening area and cooling setpoint. Furthermore, both Luo et al. [32] and Kim
et al. [33] concluded that the adaptive comfort model was applicable to MMV buildings. The energy-saving potential
of the RL control strategy with the constraint of adaptive comfort is yet to be investigated.

In another aspect, although the RL algorithms are able to increase the energy-saving potential for mixed-mode
buildings, such artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms are difficult to explain, which leads to maintainability problems
for real application in building management systems [34]. Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) was proposed to
1) produce more explainable models while maintaining high performance and 2) enable humans to understand and
appropriately trust the AI model [35]. The common approaches include feature attribution [36, 37], attention-based
network [38] and self-explaining mechanism [39]. Among these, the attention-based network and the self-explaining
mechanism improve the interpretation of the AI model by adding additional layers/modules to the models. By doing
this, the models can provide visual explanations. The feature attribution aims to explain the AI model by revealing the
relationship between input and output in an explainable way. Previous studies have applied this approach to explain
the model for robot control [40], image classification [41]. It can be seen that these XAI approaches may be useful
to explain the reasons for a model’s prediction and consequently provide insights into the model’s decision-making
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Table 1
Comparison of the characteristic of rule-based control, MPC, RL control and XAI-rule control

Rule-based MPC RL control XAI-rule

Strength 1. Interpretable
2. Implementable
3. Maintainable

1. Based on prediction
model
2. Interpretable
3. Median to high per-
formance

1.High performance 1. Interpretable
2. Implementable
3. Maintainable
4. Near high-
performance

Disadvantage 1. Low performance 1. Lack of scalability
2. Lack of maintainabil-
ity

1. Lack of interpretabil-
ity
2. Lack of scalability
3. Lack of maintainabil-
ity
4.Need efforts to train

1.Need efforts to train

process. In the field of MMV control, although the previous study has developed an RL algorithm to optimize the
MMV control [31], little study has applied XAI to explain the control principle of RL for MMV. Therefore, it is worth
applying the XAI for MMV control optimization. By doing this, the reliability of the RL for MMV can be further
confirmed. Moreover, it is likely to learn the new control insights for MMV control from XAI, which might be able to
transfer to other buildings directly. The comparison of the characteristic of rule-based control, RL control, and XAI-rule
control are summarized in Table 1.

The purpose of this study is to critically examine the relationships that can further reduce cooling energy use while
maintaining occupant thermal comfort using RL. The objectives of this study are to: 1) investigate the strength of RL
strategy in MMV building control by using the window-opening area and the cooling setpoint as the control variables
for MMV; 2) develop an XAI framework to improve the transparency and engender user trust for the RL strategy; 3)
bridge the gap between building science and the application of RL using XAI approaches, prompting new insights that
can be used to generate easily implementable rules for optimal MMV operation.

2. Methods

The methodology of this study consists of two parts. First, we investigate the application of RL for the optimal
control of mixed-mode ventilated buildings. Second, we used the XAI framework to provide insights into the RL
strategy and extract rulesets from the optimal RL control strategy. We use a virtual testbed to compare and evaluate
the performance of the RL control strategy and the rulesets extracted using XAI.
2.1. Baselines and RL control strategy

Table 2 lists the control variables and constraints considered in our application of RL for MMV. The constraints
for the strategies are implemented as the reward functions in RL. In RL-1, we investigate the energy-saving potential
of dynamically varying window opening size (0–100% window opening area in 25% stepsize). In RL-2, we extended
RL-1 with dynamic cooling setpoint temperature (24–27◦C in 1◦C stepsize) as an additional control variable. Lastly,
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Table 2
List of control variables and constraints of the three RL strategies investigated in this study.

RL strategy Ventilation mode
Control variables

Constraints
Window-opening area (%) cooling setpoint (◦C)

RL-1 Change-over [0, 25, 50, 75, 100] 24 Energy, Adaptive thermal comfort

RL-2 Change-over [0, 25, 50, 75, 100] [24, 25, 26, 27] Energy, Adaptive thermal comfort

RL-3 Change-over [0, 25, 50, 75, 100] [24, 25, 26, 27] Energy, Adaptive thermal comfort& IAQ

in RL-3, we extended RL-2 by adding other constraints to maintain good indoor air quality in the occupied space.
To benchmark the proposed RL control strategies, we also compare their performance to two baseline strategies that
switch between a fully closed and fully opened window based on the outdoor temperature. Specifically, as shown in
Eq. 1, the window is fully open when the outdoor temperature, 𝑇 , is lower than the threshold 𝑇𝑏. Otherwise, it is
closed when the outdoor temperature is higher than the threshold 𝑇𝑏. We select 29◦C and 30◦C as the thresholds for
the baseline strategy, which are named baseline-29 and baseline-30, respectively. The baseline-29 means the window
is fully open when the outdoor temperature is lower than 29◦C, while it is fully closed when the outdoor temperature is
higher than 29◦C; the baseline-30 means the window is fully open when the outdoor temperature is lower than 30◦C,
while it is fully closed when the outdoor temperature is higher than 30◦C.

Window opening area =

{

100%, 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑏
0%, 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑏

(1)

2.2. Deep Q-learning

Deep Q-learning is used for the RL control in this study. Deep Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm that learns
the values of a few actions in a particular state. It uses a fully connected network as the control agent. A significant
advantage of deep Q-learning is learning the nonlinear relationship between inputs and predicted rewards, making it a
suitable algorithm for optimizing control for MMV.

Figure 1 shows the workflow of the deep Q-learning. Given the state 𝑆𝑡 at time step 𝑡, the agent estimates the Q
value of alternative actions, and the action with the highest Q value is selected and applied to the environment. After
that, the environment updates the state 𝑆𝑡+1 at the next time step 𝑡+ 1 and repeats the above process. In this study, the
environment is the virtual testbed office, which is described in Section 2.4. The states are indoor temperature, outdoor
temperature, outdoor relative humidity and solar radiation, which are common inputs for decision of mixed-mode
ventilation [42]. We selected these variables because these are potential variables that impact cooling energy.

The agent is a fully-connected artificial neural network in this study. After receiving the state 𝑆𝑡 at time 𝑡, the agent
estimates the value of each available action. In this MMV control problem, we investigated the performance of MMV
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Figure 1: Deep Q-learning for MMV building control of window opening area and cooling setpoint. At each time step, the
agent takes the state as inputs and predicts the optimal action for next time step.

under two different settings. One setting is that only window opening is the control variable and the possible window
opening areas are 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. The cooling setpoint is always 24◦C when the window is closed.
Another setting is that the control variables are both the window opening area and the cooling setpoint. Under this
setting, the cooling setpoint can be 24◦C - 27◦C with an interval of 1◦C when the window is closed. Therefore, under
the first setting which only controls the window opening area, the set of actions contains five possible actions; under
the second setting, which controls both the window opening area and the cooling setpoint, it includes eight possible
actions.

During the training of the agent, the Q value under the current time step is estimated as follows.

𝑄∗(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡) = 𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎′𝑄′(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡)) (2)

where 𝑄∗(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡) is the expected Q value when taking the action 𝑎𝑡 at state 𝑠𝑡; 𝑟𝑡 is the actual reward at time step 𝑡;
𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎′𝑄′(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡)) is the expected Q value at next time step when taking the action 𝑎𝑡 that lead to the maximal
Q value at time step 𝑡; and 𝛾 is the discount factor for the estimation of future Q value.
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The training target is to minimize the error between 𝑄∗ and 𝑄. So the smooth L1 loss function during the training
process is defined as follows [43]:

𝑙𝑛 =

{

0.5(𝑄∗ −𝑄)2∕𝛽, if |𝑄∗ −𝑄| < 𝛽

|𝑄∗ −𝑄| − 0.5 ∗ 𝛽, otherwise (3)

To guide the training of the RL agent, the reward function defines an objective function to be maximized in the RL
problem. The maximization procedure is conducted based on the interaction between the RL agent and the environment,
as shown in Figure 1. To take the cooling energy, thermal comfort and IAQ into consideration, the instant reward, 𝑟𝑡,
is calculated using Eq. 4-7.

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑤1 × 𝑟energy +𝑤2 × 𝑟tem +𝑤3 × 𝑟IAQ (4)

𝑟energy =
𝐸2
1 − 𝐸2

𝑡

𝐸2
1

(5)

𝑟tem =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑒𝑥𝑝
(

(𝑇𝑡−𝑇1)2

2×𝑇 2
𝑠𝑡𝑑

)

, if 𝑇𝑡 < 29◦C
𝑟𝑝, otherwise

(6)

𝑟IAQ =

{

1, if 𝐶𝑂2 < 1000𝑝𝑝𝑚

𝑟𝑝, otherwise (7)

where 𝑟energy, 𝑟tem and 𝑟IAQ represent the instant reward for cooling energy, thermal comfort and IAQ, respectively.
The 𝑤1, 𝑤2 and 𝑤3 are weighted factors for each instant reward, which are 0.5, 3.5 and 1, respectively. For 𝑟energy, 𝐸𝑡 is
the instant cooling rate at time 𝑡 and 𝐸1 is the constant of cooling rate, which is set as 3000W. For 𝑟tem, 𝑇𝑡 is the indoor
air temperature at time 𝑡. 𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑 are the constants of temperature, which are set as 28.5◦C and 0.5◦C, respectively.
𝑟𝑝 is the penalty reward, which is set as -5.

During the training, the performance of the RL is evaluated by the annual cooling energy consumption and the
corresponding indoor thermal comfort of the virtual testbed office. We selected the most energy-efficient strategy for
RL-1, RL-2, and RL-3 that meets the requirement of at least 80% of time satisfying the adaptive thermal comfort
requirement during NV operation as the control model. The settings of the hyperparameters are listed in Table 3. The
training is based on the simulation in June using EnergyPlus and the test is based on the simulation for the whole year.
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Table 3
The setting of the hyperparameters for training the RL algorithm

Hyperparameters Values

Hidden layers 2

Nodes for hidden layers 64-64

𝜖-greedy rate 0.01

Learning rate 10−4

Batch size 128

Optimization method SGD

2.3. XAI framework for knowledge extraction

Since deep Q-leaning is a black-box model that can be difficult to explain and interpret, we applied XAI to extract the
knowledge from the RL algorithm to make it understandable to humans. The first step of the XAI framework is to reveal
the importance of each input parameter for a particular prediction. By doing this, we can understand which parameters
play an important role for RL and how the decision of RL is made in different environments. This information can
strengthen user trust, and prompt understanding of the process being modeled. In this study, we apply Kernel SHAP
(SHapley Additive exPlanations) to interpret the relationship between inputs and the corresponding actions [36], which
is a combination of linear local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) and classic Shapley value estimation.
The Kernel SHAP can reveal the local importance of features, and show how the feature values impact the final output
by calculating the Shapley value. The Kernel SHAP is implemented using the SHAP package [44]. The Shapley value,
𝜙, can be calculated as follows:

𝜙𝑖(𝑓, 𝑥) =
∑

𝑧′⊆𝑥′

|𝑧′|!(𝑀 − |𝑧′| − 1)!
𝑀!

[𝑓𝑥(𝑧′) − 𝑓𝑥(0)] (8)

where 𝑧′ ∈ {0, 1}𝑀 , M is the number of the simplified input features. |𝑧′| is the number of non-zero entries in 𝑧′, and
𝑧′ ⊆ 𝑥′ means all 𝑧′ vectors where the non-zero entries are a subset of the non-zero entries in 𝑥′

LIME uses the local linear explanation model, 𝑔 as shown in Equation 9 to locally approximate the model 𝑓 around
a given prediction. Explanation model usually use simplified inputs 𝑥′ to map the original inputs through a mapping
function 𝑥 = ℎ𝑥(𝑥′). Local methods try to make 𝑔(𝑧′) ≈ 𝑓 (ℎ𝑥(𝑧′)) when 𝑧′ ≈ 𝑥′.

𝑔(𝑧′) = 𝜙0 +
𝑀
∑

𝑖=1
𝜙𝑖𝑧

′
𝑖 (9)

where 𝜙𝑖 ∈ 𝑅.To find 𝜙, LIME minimizes objective function as below:
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𝜉 = arg𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑔∈𝐺

𝐿(𝑓, 𝑔, 𝜋𝑥′ ) + Ω(𝑔) (10)

where 𝐿 is the square loss function over samples in the simplified input space weighted by local kernel 𝜋𝑥′ . Ω is the
function to penalize the complexity of 𝑔.

In Kernel SHAP, the specific forms of 𝜋′
𝑥, 𝐿, and Ω are described in Equation 11-13:

Ω(𝑔) = 0 (11)

𝜋𝑥′ (𝑧′) =
(𝑀 − 1)

(𝑀 choose |𝑧′|)|𝑧′|(𝑀 − |𝑧′|)
(12)

𝐿(𝑓, 𝑔, 𝜋𝑥′ ) =
∑

𝑧′∈𝑍
[𝑓 (ℎ𝑥(𝑧′)) − 𝑔(𝑧′)]2𝜋𝑥′ (𝑧′) (13)

To further understand the control logic of RL, we apply an interpretable surrogate model to learn the predictions of
the original black-box model in order to interpret the latter [45]. In this study, we used a decision tree as the surrogate
model because it is easy to understand for humans. With the extracted knowledge, we can further confirm the reliability
of the strategy by combining the extracted knowledge and building science knowledge.

After getting the optimal control schedule of the window opening area and cooling setpoint from the RL algorithm,
the decision tree is applied to learn the window opening area and the cooling setpoint schedule. The inputs of the
decision tree are the same as the states for RL. After the decision tree is well trained, the decision tree algorithm is
able to select the key inputs as the parameters at the nodes to decide the window opening area and the cooling setpoint
at each time step.

In specific, given the input vector 𝑋𝑡 at time step 𝑡 and corresponding action label 𝑦𝑡, the decision tree recursively
partitions the input space such that the samples with the same action are grouped [46]. Let 𝜆𝑚 with 𝑁𝑚 samples
represent the data at node 𝑚. For each candidate split 𝜃, partition the data into 𝜆𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑚 (𝜃) and 𝜆𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚 (𝜃) subsets

𝜆𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑚 (𝜃) = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑥 < 𝑡𝑚} (14)
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𝜆𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚 (𝜃) = 𝜆𝑚∖𝜆𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑚 (𝜃) (15)

where 𝑡𝑚 is the threshold of the candidate split 𝜃.
The quality of a candidate split of node 𝑚 is then computed using an impurity function 𝐻():

𝐺(𝜆𝑚, 𝜃) =
𝑁 𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡

𝑚
𝑁𝑚

𝐻(𝜆𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑚 (𝜃)) +
𝑁𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑚
𝑁𝑚

𝐻(𝜆𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚 (𝜃)) (16)

𝐻(𝜆𝑚) =
∑

𝑘
𝑝𝑚𝑘(1 − 𝑝𝑚𝑘) (17)

where 𝑝𝑚𝑘 is the proposion of class k observations in the node 𝑚.
To make the decision tree have the best accuracy in representing the prediction of RL, select the parameters that

minimise the impurity

𝜃∗ = argmin𝜃𝐺(𝜆𝑚, 𝜃) (18)

After the optimal 𝜃∗ is calculated, the knowledge of the RL is successfully extracted. The above calculation for the
optimal tree structure is conducted using scikit-learn [47].
2.4. Testbed for the mixed-mode ventilation

Figure 2 shows a plan view of the testbed, an MMV office designed for eight occupants. The ventilation mode
of the testbed office is the change-over MMV, which means the office switches between operating in air conditioning
mode (AC mode) and NV mode. Specifically, when the office operates in NV mode, the window is open, and the AC
is off; when the office operates in AC mode, the window is closed, and the AC is operating. The external wall with an
operable window is built with 200mm concrete with insulation of Glass fiber and gypsum board. This wall is facing
west with one operable window. The operable window is 2.8m in width and 1.2m in height. The other three external
walls of the testbed are built with 2 × 16mm gypsum plasterboard on both sides with 100mm steel stud infilled with
rock wool insulation. The HVAC system of the testbed office is a hybrid system that combines a typical VAV system
with two ceiling fans. The ceiling fans are able to provide an occupied zone with an air velocity of 0.3–1.1m/s. To
provide the best indoor thermal comfort, the ceiling fans are operated at the level that makes the occupied zone with
PMV close to zero according to the indoor temperature. The simulation period is an entire year using the hourly
weather data of Singapore. The time step is 30 min for the minimum HVAC and window operation interval. The
control strategy decides the window opening area and the cooling setpoint at each time step. The HVAC system is off
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during the non-operation hour. The HVAC systems are sized to meet the cooling load in Singapore. We built a virtual
testbed to simulate the operation of mixed-mode ventilation in this testbed using EnergyPlus (version 9.4) [48] and
the AirFlow Network module [49] is utilized to calculate the outdoor air flow rate when the window is open. Both
rule-based control and RL control are simulated for comparison. To confirm the reliability of the AirFlow Network
module in natural ventilation simulation, we compared the air change measurement results (SF6 concentration decay
method) and the simulation results with a window opening percentage of 50%. As shown in Figure 3, the simulation
results are close to the measurement results, indicating the reliability of the AirFlow network.

Thermal characteristic Value

Wall-1 U-value 0.33 W/m2⋅K

Specific heat 837 J/kg⋅K

Density 2300 kg/m3

Wall-2 U-value 0.55 W/m2⋅K

Specific heat 1000 J/kg⋅K

Density 900 kg/m3

Window U-value 3 W/m2⋅K

SHGC 0.56

Wall-1

Wall-2

Wall-2

Wall-1

Window

Figure 2: The plan of the testbed for the MMV office

Figure 3: Comparison of air change per hour between measurement and simulation results. (The simulation results are
based on the whole year simulation with RL-3 strategy)

The proposed RL control strategy and the baseline control strategy are applied to the testbed office under tropical
climate, which is the climate in Singapore. The outdoor temperature and relative humidity of Singapore in 2018 are
shown in Figure 4. The daily temperature range has a minimum usually not falling below 22-25 ◦C during the night
and a maximum not rising above 31-33◦C during the day. Relative humidity varies from around 90% in the morning
just before sunrise, and falls to around 60% - 70% in the mid-afternoon on days.
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Figure 4: Hourly outdoor dry-bulb temperature (top plot) and relative humidity (bottom plot) in Singapore split by month
for the year 2018.

3. Results
3.1. Performance comparison

For evaluation, we compared the three RL strategies with two baseline rule-based controls typically used for mixed-
mode operations (Table 2). Table 4 presents the annual indoor thermal environment, air quality and the corresponding
cooling energy consumption under different control strategies. Under the baseline-29 strategy, there is 40% of time in
NV. The corresponding annually-averaged cooling energy is 299 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟. and the percentage of comfort time is
84%. As the threshold of the opening window increases to 30◦C, the percentage of time in NV increases to 58% and the
annually-averaged cooling energy decreases to 228 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟.. However, the percentage of comfort time decreases
from 84% to 58%. By comparing the baseline-29 and baseline-30, it can be seen that the outdoor temperature of 29 ◦C
is the upper bound of the threshold for the baseline strategy. A higher threshold will lead to an unsatisfactory indoor
thermal environment. Therefore, we use baseline-29 as the baseline strategy for the following analysis.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative cooling energy consumption for the virtual testbed each month. Under the baseline-
29 strategy, the monthly cumulative cooling energy consumption ranges from 600 kWh to 1500 kWh, while it ranges
from 300 kWh to 600 kWh across all three RL strategies (Table 2). Under the RL-1 strategy, the percentage of
comfort time is still maintained above 80%. The RL-1 strategy is able to significantly decrease the cooling energy
while maintaining a comfortable indoor environment by increasing the time in NV at the suitable time. As shown in
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Table 4
Comparison of the cooling energy, time in NV and the corresponding indoor environment under different control strategies
for MMV. (Note that the comfort time means the percentage of time satisfying adaptive thermal comfort requirement
during NV operation)

Strategy1 Cooling energy
(kWh/m2yr.)

Time in NV2

(%)
Mean ACH dur-
ing NV time (h−1)

Comfort time
(%)

CO2
1

(ppm)

Baseline-29 299 40 6.6 84 749

Baseline-30 228 58 6.5 58 692

RL-1 128 76 0.28 80 1244

RL-2 109 75 0.26 80 1367

RL-3 144 58 1.51 81 862

1 Results presented are for operating hours (8 a.m. - 7 p.m.).
2 Percentage of operating hours when the building is operating in NV.

Table 4, the annual percentage of time in NV increases to 76% by applying the RL-1 control strategy for the MMV
control, and the annually-averaged cooling energy decreases by 57% to 128 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟.. The reason for the significant
energy saving is that the RL-1 strategy switch between AC and NV mode to take advantage of the thermal mass for
precooling. By doing this, the RL-1 strategy significantly increases the time in NV while maintaining a similar indoor
thermal comfort time. Given that the cooling energy during NV time is zero, the increase of time in NV leads to a
significant improvement in energy saving.

Figure 5: The cumulative cooling energy consumption under different strategies in each month

Compared with RL-1, RL-2 further decreases cooling energy by 15% to 109 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟. while maintaining a
similar comfort time. For the RL-2 strategy, the cooling setpoint is added as a control variable of the RL strategy. Due
to this, the cooling setpoint increases at some suitable time to save cooling energy without significant impacts on the
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time in NV. This indicates that the proposed RL strategy can minimize the cooling energy by optimizing the window
opening schedule and the cooling setpoint during AC mode. However, since indoor air quality is not considered as
a constraint during the training period of the RL-1 and RL-2 strategies, the indoor CO2 concentration is higher than
1000 ppm under the RL-1 and RL-2 strategies.

Compared with the RL-2 strategy, the cooling energy increases by 32%, which is 144 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟.. This is because
the CO2 concentration is considered as an additional constraint for the RL-3 strategy. Due to this constraint, the
minimal window opening percentage increases to 50%. More outdoor air is introduced to maintain good IAQ, leading
to increased heat gain from the outdoor air. By doing this, the mean CO2 concentration during operation hour is 862
ppm, which is lower than the guideline of 1000 ppm. Under this strategy, the percentage of time in NV is 58%, which
is slightly lower than that under RL-1 and RL-2 strategies. This is because the opening area of the window under RL-3
is generally larger than that under RL-1 and RL-2, which limits the NV availability for some time when the outdoor
environment is hot. However, compared with the baseline strategy, the RL-3 strategy still achieves a significant energy
saving rate of 52%. This shows that the proposed RL strategy is able to save cooling energy while maintaining good
occupant thermal comfort and indoor air quality.

Figure 6 shows the Pareto Font of the energy consumption and adaptive comfort time for the three RL strategies.
Among these strategies, the RL-3 strategy consumes the most cooling energy while the RL-2 consumes the least when
the percentage of adaptive thermal comfort times are similar. Also, it can be seen that for the three RL strategies, the
cooling energy consumption increases as the percentage of adaptive thermal comfort time increases. This is because
there are fewer hours that would meet these requirements in NV as we increase thermal comfort requirements, making
the cooling energy increase. Compared with baseline-29 which consumes 299 kWh∕𝑚2𝑎. for cooling and has 84%
of time within the adaptive thermal comfort zone, the RL-3 strategy performs better than the baseline in both energy
saving and comfort time. With 95% of time in the adaptive comfort zone, the cooling energy is 194 kWh∕𝑚2𝑎. under
the RL-3 strategy, which is 35% lower than the cooling energy under the baseline strategy.

The relationships between the daily cooling energy and outdoor temperatures under different strategies are shown
in Figure 7. Under the baseline-29 strategy, the cooling energy in NV increases significantly as outdoor air temperature
increases. The daily cooling energy is about 60 kWh when the outdoor temperature is above 30 ◦C. Under RL strategies,
the growth rate of cooling energy with outdoor temperature is not as large as that under the baseline-29 strategy. When
the outdoor temperature is above 30 ◦C, the cooling energy ranges from 10 kWh to 30 kWh. The daily cooling energy
under the RL-3 strategy is around 5 kWh higher than that under the RL-2 strategy.
3.2. Insights to RL using XAI

Figure 8 shows the SHAP values for the action of operating in the AC mode of the trained RL-3 agent. The SHAP
values present the importance of four features on the decision of the RL agent. The positive SHAP values indicate a
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positive influence on the decision while the negative values indicate a negative influence. It can be seen that indoor
temperature and outdoor temperature are the most two important features in deciding the operation of the AC mode
with higher absolute SHAP values, while the outdoor RH and solar radiation have a relatively small influence on the
decision of the RL. Moreover, regarding the influence of indoor temperature, the SHAP values show positive when the

Figure 6: The Pareto Front of the energy consumption and the percentage of time satisfying adaptive comfort requirement
for the three RL strategies

Figure 7: The scatter plot of daily cooing energy and the corresponding averaged outdoor air temperature under different
strategies
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indoor temperature is high. This indicates the RL agent tends to run in AC mode when the indoor temperature is high,
which is reasonable since we need to maintain a suitable indoor thermal comfort. Regarding the impact of outdoor
temperature, the positive SHAP values come with relatively low outdoor temperature. The reason for this is that the
RL agent tends to run the AC mode in advance to take advantage of the thermal mass when the outdoor temperature
is relatively low, which helps to increase the cooling efficiency. By presenting the SHAP values of the RL agent, it
provides insights for us to understand the process of the RL strategy, engendering appropriate trust for the RL strategy.

Indoor temperature

Outdoor temperature

Outdoor relative humidity

Solar radiation

SHAP value

Figure 8: The SHAP values of the trained RL-3 agent

In order to better understand the control principles of the RL-3, we used the decision tree algorithm to extract
the control rules from the control schedule of the RL-3. As shown in Figure 9, the decision tree selected indoor and
outdoor temperature as the important features at the nodes, which is consistent with the results of the SHAP analysis
above. Compared to the states of the RL, the solar radiation and outdoor relative humidity were not included as the
parameters at the nodes. The reason for not including the solar radiation is that the simulation building is well shaded in
this study, and the solar radiation does not have a significant impact on cooling energy. For outdoor relative humidity,
this is because the outdoor RH is relatively stable in Singapore. The decision tree does not take it as an informative
feature to consider as a parameter at the tree nodes. The cooling setpoint and the window opening area are controlled
by the following four rules according to the indoor and outdoor environment at the last time step:

• Rule 1: the window are fully open at 𝑡 if outdoor air temperature is lower than 27 ◦C at 𝑡 − 1;

• Rule 2: the window open with 50% at 𝑡 if indoor is lower than 27 ◦C but outdoor is higher than 27 ◦C at 𝑡 − 1.

• Rule 3: the window is closed and the cooling setpoint is 25 ◦C at 𝑡 if outdoor temperature is between [27◦C,
29◦C] and indoor temperature is higher than 27◦C at 𝑡 − 1.

• Rule 4: the window is closed and the cooling setpoint is 27 ◦C at 𝑡 if outdoor temperature is higher than 29 ◦C
and indoor temperature is higher than 27 ◦C at 𝑡 − 1.
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Figure 9: The decision tree for the window opening and the cooling setpoint extracted from RL-3 with 80% of adaptive
thermal comfort time

We could gain further insights into what RL-3 considers desirable for effective MMV through the extracted rules.
When the outdoor air temperature is lower than 27 ◦C at the last time step (Rule 1), the window is fully opened to take
advantage of the desirable outdoor environment. When the outdoor air temperature is higher than 27 ◦C and indoor
air temperature is lower than 27 ◦C at the last time step, NV is acceptable but the window opening area should not be
too large to keep the indoor environment within the adaptive thermal comfort zone. Therefore, the window opening
area is 50% in this situation. When the outdoor air temperature is between [27◦C, 29◦C] and indoor air temperature is
higher than 27◦C at 𝑡−1, the indoor environment is close to the upper bound of the adaptive thermal comfort zone. In
this situation, the AC is operating to maintain a comfortable indoor environment. The cooling setpoint is set at 25 ◦C
to make NV available for the next time step. In other words, the precooling strategy is conducted to increase the time
in NV and save cooling energy. When the outdoor air temperature is higher than 29 ◦C and the indoor temperature is
higher than 27 ◦C at 𝑡−1 (Rule 4), the precooling cannot provide additional time in NV. Therefore, the cooling setpoint
is set at 27 ◦C for this situation to save cooling energy.

What stands out from the generalized rules is that the cooling setpoint is different between Rule 3 and Rule 4.
When the outdoor temperature is between [27◦C, 29◦C] and the indoor temperature is higher than 27◦C, Rule 3 takes
advantage of the indoor thermal mass by turning down the setpoint to increase the time in NV. To better understand
this process, Figure 10 (a) shows the wall inside surface temperature profile for a typical day. When the AC is operating
for 30 min with the cooling setpoint at 25 ◦C, and the outdoor temperature is between [27◦C, 29◦C] (Rule 3), the wall
inside surface temperature decreases by around 0.3 ◦C. During the AC mode, as shown in 10 (b), the convection heat
transfer rate between the inside surface and indoor air is about 500 W. Some cooling energy is stored in the internal
thermal mass by the convection heat transfer. After Rule 3 is executed, the room temperature is usually lower than
27 ◦C. According to the extracted rules, the window opens at 50% for 1 hour. During the 1 hour in NV mode, the
wall inside surface temperature increases about 0.8 ◦C. Part of the stored cooling energy is used to remove the radiant
heat gain from internal sources and windows. Meanwhile, with the outdoor air rate of 75L/s (window opening area of
50%), the indoor air temperature will not go beyond the thermal comfort limit when the indoor/outdoor temperature
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difference is about 1 ◦C. The cooling storage in thermal mass is sufficient to remove radiant heat gain from indoor
sources and windows. This indicates that the cooling setpoint of 25 ◦C can take advantage of indoor thermal mass to
increase NV time when the outdoor temperature is between [27◦C, 29◦C]. In comparison, if the outdoor temperature
is higher than 29 ◦C, the air temperature difference between indoor and outdoor increases to around 3 ◦C. Under this
situation, the heat gains from outdoor air increase three times if opening the window at 50% for 1 hour. Under this
condition, the internal thermal mass cannot provide enough cooling to maintain a comfortable indoor environment
for 1 hour in NV. Since the cooling setpoint of 25 ◦C cannot provide additional NV time under this condition, it is
increased to 27 ◦C to save energy, as Rule 4 does.

Figure 10: The wall inside surface temperature, convective heat transfer rate, outdoor air and indoor air in a typical day
under RL-3

3.3. Performance of extracted rules

To investigate the performance of the extracted rules, we compared the cooling energy consumption and the
corresponding percentage of adaptive thermal comfort time under RL-3 and extracted rules. As shown in Table 5,
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Table 5
Comparison of indoor environment parameters under the RL-3 control strategy and extracted-rules for MMV control

RL-3 Extracted-rules Difference

Cooling energy (kWh/m2a.) 144 133 -8%

Comfort time (%) 81 79 -3%

Time in NV (%) 58 62 6%

CO2 concentration (ppm) 862 869 1%

the cooling energy is 133 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟. with 79% of time within the adaptive thermal comfort zone under the extracted
rules. In comparison, the cooling energy is 144 kWh∕𝑚2𝑦𝑟. with 81% of time within the adaptive thermal comfort
zone under the RL-3 strategy. The comfort time was reduced by 3% by using extracted rules instead of the RL strategy
as the control strategy. There is no significant difference between the control performance of extracted rules and the
RL-3 strategy. It can be concluded that the decision tree is able to extract reliable and implementable rules from the
RL strategies, which are also understandable to humans.

The extracted rules are further applied to the actual testbed. As shown in Figure 11, the testbed switches between
operating in AC mode and NV mode during the operation hour. Compared with the baseline strategy, the time in
NV increased by 50% under this rule. Moreover, the indoor temperature was maintained below the adaptive thermal
comfort limit throughout the whole day, showing a good thermal environment during MMV.

Figure 11: The indoor temperature profile for an actual testbed under extracted rules

3.4. Typical days analysis

Figure 12 compares the window opening schedule and the indoor temperature under baseline-29 and RL-1 strategy
for a typical day. On this day, the outdoor temperature keeps above 27 ◦C for the whole day. From 1:00 p.m. - 4:00
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p.m., the outdoor air temperature reaches its peak at about 32 ◦C. Under the baselines-29 strategy, the window is fully
open in the early morning and late evening, and the AC is operating from 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. with a setpoint of 24
◦C. The total time in NV during operation hours is 2.5h. With this window opening schedule, the indoor temperature
first increases to its daily peak value of 29.5 ◦C at 9:00 a.m. and then maintains at 24 ◦C until 6:30 p.m. After that,
the indoor temperature increases to 27 ◦C again as the window is open from 6:30 p.m - 7:00 p.m. In comparison, the
RL-1 strategy switches the NV mode and AC mode during the operation hour. In the morning, the window opens for
1.5h after the AC operates for 0.5h. In the afternoon, the window opens for 1 hour after the AC operates for 0.5h.
Generally, the AC operates when the indoor temperature is close to the upper bound of the adaptive thermal comfort
zone; the window is open when the indoor environment is cool to save energy. Moreover, the RL-1 strategy opens the
window with a small opening area of 25%. By doing this, the heat gain from the outdoor air is reduced, and the time
in NV is hence maximized. For this typical day, the time in NV under the RL-1 strategy is 6h longer than that under
the baseline-29 strategy.

Figure 12: Comparison of indoor temperature, window opening schedule, indoor CO2 and cooling energy by baseline and
RL-1 strategy for a typical day

Figure 13 shows the window opening and the cooling setpoint schedule under the RL-2 strategy. Compared with
the RL-1 strategy, the RL-2 strategy adds the cooling setpoint as an additional control variable. As shown in 13(a), the
RL-2 strategy raises the cooling setpoint to 25 ◦C in the morning and the late afternoon. During this period, raising
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the cooling setpoint does not decrease the time in NV. Moreover, the cooling energy further decreases a little due to
the increase of the cooling setpoint. Compared with the RL-1 strategy, the cooling energy is reduced by 25% under the
RL-2 strategy for this day.

Figure 13: Comparison of indoor temperature, window opening schedule, indoor CO2 and cooling energy by RL-1 and RL-2
strategy for a typical day

Figure 14 shows the window opening and the cooling setpoint schedule under the RL-3 strategy. Compared with
the RL-1 and RL-2 strategies, the RL-3 strategy is trained with an additional constraint of indoor CO2 concentration
lower than 1000 ppm. Due to this constraint, as shown in Figure 14, the window is open with 50% to provide about
75 L/s outdoor air for maintaining good IAQ. Regarding the cooling setpoint, it is also set at 25 ◦C in the morning.
This is consistent with explanations provided by the XAI framework that the RL agent tends to run the AC mode in
advance to take advantage of the thermal mass when the outdoor temperature is relatively low. However, the RL-3
strategy sets the cooling setpoint at 27 ◦C in the afternoon and switches the AC and NV mode every half hour. This is
different from the schedule of the RL-2 strategy that sets the cooling setpoint at 24 ◦C. The reason for this difference
is that the minimal window opening is 50% after adding indoor CO2 concentration as an additional constraint, and the
heat gain from outdoor air therewith increases as the window opening area increases. With a ventilation rate of 75L/s,
the thermal capacity cannot provide enough cooling energy during this time. The larger outdoor fresh air rate makes
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the indoor thermal capacity insufficient to keep the NV mode for 1 hour. Therefore, the RL-3 strategy has to switch
the NV and AC modes every half hour. Meanwhile, the RL-3 strategy also increases the cooling setpoint to 27 ◦C to
minimize the cooling energy.

Figure 14: Comparison of indoor temperature, window opening schedule, indoor CO2 and cooling energy by RL-2 and RL-3
strategy for a typical day

4. Discussion
4.1. RL to maximize energy saving for MMV

The RL algorithm is applied to control the MMV for the office building, The control variables of the RL algorithm
in this study include the window opening area and the cooling setpoint, which is different from previous studies that
control binary window status(open/close) for MMV [22, 23]. In this way, the proposed RL algorithm decreases the
cooling energy for MMV buildings significantly by optimizing the ventilation mode and the related control variables.
Specifically, the RL can maximize the NV time by flexibly switching AC/NV mode while maintaining good indoor
thermal comfort. Moreover, by integrating window opening as a control variable, the window is open at the optimal
opening area to reduce the heat gain from the introduction of outdoor air when the outdoor environment is hot, and
meanwhile to make sure enough outdoor air for good IAQ. Regarding the cooling setpoint, the higher cooling setpoint
is able to reduce cooling energy significantly while the lower setpoint might be able to provide more NV potential
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for the next time step. Therefore, the cooling setpoint is also taken into consideration for the MMV control. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that integrates these two control variables for the control of MMV using RL.
4.2. XAI for insights to MMV control

Although the trained RL has shown good performance for control of MMV, it is not transparent and cannot provide
general understanding to humans, which makes it lack reliability. One effective way to solve this problem is to find the
surrogate model that globally approximates the predictions of the black-box model [50]. In this study, we use Kernel
SHAP to provide insights into the decision-making process of the RL agent, prompting the trust and understanding
of the RL strategy. Furthermore, a white-box surrogate model, decision tree, is used to learn the prediction of RL.
By doing this, the critical control rules of the RL can be extracted. Furthermore, the extracted rules are combined
with the knowledge of building physics to interpret the control principle of the RL strategy. Using XAI, this study
also identified that the RL algorithm was taking advantage of the internal thermal mass to increase cooling efficiency,
pointing to the importance of passive design for achieving effective MMV. According to the simulation results of the
case study, the extracted rules achieved similar control performance as the RL strategy, showing the effectiveness of
the XAI approaches. Moreover, due to the transparency and interpretability of the decision tree, the extracted XAI
rules can be double-checked by engineering to confirm their reliability and provide new insights regarding the control
of MMV.
4.3. Feasibility of the extracted rules

Since the control agent of the RL is a fully connected network, it involves complicated calculations and lacks
maintainability. After XAI extracts the key control rules, the decision tree provides straightforward control logic
for MMV buildings. Compared to the RL strategy, the extracted rules are easier to be implemented in the building
management system. Moreover, it is easier for engineers to understand the control logic.

Currently, we use an MMV building in the tropics as a case study. The XAI approach provides reliable control
rules for the testbed office. After it is applied to more different buildings, the high-level knowledge about the control
of the MMV buildings can be generalized by combining knowledge from building science and machine learning. With
this high-level knowledge, other engineers can easily design the MMV control strategies for their buildings without
spending much time training the RL algorithms.
4.4. Directions for further development

In this study, we investigate the energy-saving potential of MMV for the office in the tropic. It is worthy of applying
the RL strategy for buildings in other climate zones since studies have confirmed that the energy-saving potential of
MMV is impacted by climate significantly [13]. Furthermore, by interpreting the optimal RL control strategy, the XAI
is promising to bridge the gap between building science and the RL strategy, especially for problems involving complex
interactions between sub-systems. Future studies may focus on using XAI to explore the transparent, explainable and
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reliable high-level knowledge for MMV control, which is helpful for engineers to design MMV control strategies for
different buildings without the need to train the AI algorithm for each building. In another aspect, it is interesting to
implement these advanced control strategies for real MMV buildings and compare the performance of the data-driven
control strategy and MPC strategy [51], as well as the corresponding IAQ under different strategies [52]. Last but not
least, the rules extracted by XAI approach does not require predictive information to make decision. It is interesting to
further study whether MPC is necessary for MMV control and what can we further benefit from integrating predictive
information into MMV control.

5. Conclusions

This study applies RL to optimize the control of change-over MMV. By applying the RL strategy to a virtual testbed
office in the tropic, it is shown that the RL is able to identify relationships that can further reduce cooling energy use
while maintaining occupant thermal comfort. Furthermore, XAI is applied to bridge the gap between building science
and the RL strategy, which prompts building scientists toward new insights into MMV control in the tropics. The main
conclusions are as follows:

• RL is able to improve the energy performance of MMV buildings by 1) flexibly switching between NV and
air-conditioning based on outdoor and indoor conditions, and 2) optimizing the window opening area and the
cooling setpoint.

• RL can achieve a 52% reduction in cooling energy while maintaining good thermal comfort and indoor air-quality
performance compared to the existing baselines.

• Energy savings were comparable between the rules extracted by the XAI approach and the original RL.
According to the knowledge extracted by XAI, the RL algorithm was taking advantage of the internal thermal
mass to increase cooling efficiency.
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